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2013 was a great year for Harco. We have witnessed a tremendous growth in business resulting from a 
big increase in high-end IP CCTV Solutions. That was mainly coming from the mid to high-end players, 
resellers, projects in the Middle-East market. However, we forecast that the next couple of years will see 
small to mid-sized integrators adopting IP networked video security systems.  
 
More important is the requirement and hunger for open architecture systems vs. what some manufactur-
ers “claim” their system is open. Open systems obviously allows higher levels of integration. Many sys-
tems that claim to be open are often proprietary and not broadly compatible.  
 

People will start looking for not only performance but for ROI and systems they can leverage on. End-users will ambi-
tion more open, best-of-breed IP CCTV solutions from their “reliable consultants”. And that’s exactly where Harco 
stands; Our main success ingredients have always been our focus strategy on a range of high-end, complementary 
solutions within the IP CCTV segment and a significant investment in personalized local support in order to stay as 
close as possible to our customers across all the sales cycle such as system design, consultancy and pre and post-sales 
support  

Roger Ghostine 
Regional Business Development Director, MENA - Harco Group 
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Editorial 

 
Arecont Vision 

12MP WDR or 20MP H.264 All-in-One Omni-Directional User-Configurable Multi-Sensor Day/Night In-
door/Outdoor Dome IP Cameras (Availability as of June/July 2014)  
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Intersec 2014 

In its 10th consecutive year of participation at 
the Intersec show in Dubai, the largest Secu-
rity and Safety exhibition in the Middle East 
and North Africa, Harco Group, as always 
have presented the best: Arecont Vision,    
Exacq Vision, Nexsan Storage, Raytec, Riva, 
ACIC, Fluidmesh…  
 
What can be said is that it was one of the most 
successful Intersec show we did since 10 years 

 
Harco Trio Awards 

Once Again, we, Harco Group, the leading IP CCTV specialist in the 
MENA region, have marked our presence  this year at Intersec 2014 
when we received 3 distinctive awards: 

The 3 distinctive awards received are: 
 
• The Best International Distributor of Exacq Technologies / Tyco 
Security Products for 2013 
• The Best MENA Distributor for Arecont Vision for 2013 
• The Best MENA Distributor of Raytec for 2013  

 

IFSEC Arabia 2013 

IFSEC & OSH Arabia attracts over 5000 commercial 
and government professionals  to discuss the future of 
the security, fire and safety industry and source lead-
ing suppliers.  IFSEC & OSH Arabia serves the securi-
ty, fire and safety industry in the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia (KSA).  Harco Group was part of this major 
event held from November 24th till the 26th at RICEC 
Riyadh, KSA. When visiting our stand M15, visitors 
had the chance to see showcased: Arecont Vision lat-
est 40 Megapixel cameras, Fluidmesh wireless net-
works and Exacq Vision's Latest in video management 
systems and NVRs.  

 

 

 
Announcements 

Harco Group is pleased to an-
nounce that Mr. Fady Darwish 
has joined its team as Business 
Development Manager responsi-
ble of Lebanon, Tunisia and Alge-
ria, Welcome Fady! 

Also, Khaled Shehata, 
our Business develop-
ment Manager for KSA 
and Egypt has been 
awarded as the Best 
Salesman of the year 
2013… Congrats Khaled! 

http://www.cctvinfo.com/forward_content_click.aspx?news_id=9761&eblast_id=0&orig__=http://www...exacq...com
http://www.cctvinfo.com/forward_content_click.aspx?news_id=9761&eblast_id=0&orig__=http://www...arecontvision...com
http://www.cctvinfo.com/forward_content_click.aspx?news_id=9761&eblast_id=0&orig__=http://www...rayteccctv...com
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   ACIC PanoramaDetection 
 
The monitoring of wide open spaces such as desert borders or a sea shores is a difficult and expensive task. However there is a 
need to detect intruders from a long distance which for a pedestrian or a motorized vehicle could be as little as 500 meters to one 
kilometer.  
 
 
Because this monitoring takes place day and night the problem of lighting is crucial and no active system can be used at these 
distances. Therefore, only thermal cameras are the only realistic 
and practical solution.  
The problem with thermal cameras is that in order to achieve the 
distances mentioned above we need to use long-focal lenses, 
resulting in a very narrow field of view. This in turn implies that a 
large number of cameras have to be installed to cover wide-open 
spaces and thermal cameras are not inexpensive.  
 
ACIC has developed and installed a very reliable and cost effi-
cient solution.  
 
 
In short the solution consists of installing and fixing on top of a 
positioning unit a thermal camera with the appropriate lens able 
to deal with difficult conditions in summer when there is poor 
thermal contrast between a human body and the surrounding sea 
mass.  
 
This thermal camera is installed in one the latest generation of 
Pan-Tilt Head and the camera constantly sweeps the zone to 
protect. ACIC advanced intelligence video analytics creates a 
digital panorama during the first sweep of the camera, and su-
perimposes a precise grid. In this way, when the camera sweeps 
back to its initial starting position a new panorama is created. The panoramic video is processed by advanced video analytics algo-
rithms and an event alarm is output by the system when it detects an object with some specific characteristics. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The first installed systems have been in operation since more 
than 4 years in very harsh climatic conditions and has thus far 
have performed to full satisfaction.  
 
These intelligent sweeping thermal cameras can be compared 
to an optical radar but in reality is far more efficient than a 
radar. Radar always requires additional camera (s) to verify 
the alarm and identify the threat, which result in high invest-
ment and maintenance costs. ACIC’s solution is simpler, less 
prone to interferences and much less expensive.  
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Exacq Technologies 

ESM Maximizes Uptime of Your  
exacqVision Enterprise Recorders 

Maximize Uptime of Your exacqVision Enterprise Recorders 

With constant server health monitoring. Receive an e-mail notification or use ESM’s browser-based dash-

board to receive immediate notification of system errors and warnings. 
 

Instant Health Assessment of All exacqVision Enterprise Recorders From Anywhere 

Using the intuitive dashboard to visually confirm the health of all exacqVision recorders from a PC browser, 

tablet or smartphone. 
 

Highly Flexible E-mail Notifications 

Allow individual users, or groups of users, to be e-mailed real-time or periodically for over 25 user se-

lectable errors and warnings such as VMS Recorder offline, storage warning, drive failure, temperature 

alarm, or camera disconnected. Sleep easy knowing you will be notified of critical problems without being 

bugged about minor issues. 
 

Reduce Software Maintenance Time 

With scheduled software updates. In a matter of minutes, you can schedule hundreds or thousands of re-

corders to receive the latest exacqVision software update. Minimize business interruptions by scheduling 

updates during off hours. 
 

Monitor Camera Health 

Events to confirm camera uptime and proper positioning. 
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-             The MegaVideo Box cameras 
-             The Microdome small footprint cameras 
-             The Megadome advanced cameras 
-             The MegaView2 Bullet cameras 
-             The MegaBall Dome and Ball cameras 
-             The Panoramic 180 degrees cameras 
 

 
Arecont Vision 

Arecont extends the WDR 100dB feature to 
all its range of solutions and that includes: 
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See the Bigger Picture with Raytec Panoramic 

Lighting 

Raytec have launched a new range of Panoramic illuminators, representing the latest development in ultra wide angle LED 
illumination for seamless, full scene CCTV images at night – all from a single unit.  
 
Historically, it has always been challenging to illuminate extremely large areas from one lighting unit, without suffering 

from a reduction in distance or a poor spread of light.  

 

Now, thanks to Raytec’s ultra-efficient light distribution techniques, the new range of Panoramic illuminators offer a much 

better spread of light and longer illumination distances. Panoramic illuminators are perfect for PTZ or dome cameras cov-

ering large areas and are also ideal when matched with high definition, megapixel cameras fitted with wide angle lenses. 

The high quality illumination allows excellent clarity and detail even when zooming in over long distances. 

 

Available in both Infra-Red and White-Light, all Panoramic LED illu-

minators utilise holographic lens technology to spread and control 

the light, creating a softer and more even distribution. Panoramic 

units feature Hot-Spot Reduction Technology (HRT), directing the 

light where it is most needed to not only deliver longer illumination 

distances and minimise light waste, but also to provide full scene 

coverage without hot spots caused by over-exposure.  

 

Panoramic illuminators also feature an Adaptive Illumination™ sys-

tem, which allows the angle of illumination to be quickly and easily adjusted onsite, anywhere from 60-180° to match the 

specific camera field of view. 

 

Panoramic lighting from Raytec now makes high performance illumination for both dome/PTZ cameras and megapixel 

cameras with a wide field of view more affordable, with the ability to achieve higher quality pictures at greater distances. 
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Riva 
 

Features 
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Nexsan by imation 
 


